Peer-to-Peer Teleconference Notes
Top Ten and Records & Tabulations
Wednesday, April 11th, 2018 - 8:30 pm Eastern
23 - Attendees: Some of names that were given; Michael Moore-PC., Jerry Clark-NC., CJ Rushman-KY., Frank
Thompson-MI, Sally Guthrie = PNA, Mary Pohlman- OZ, Ed Saltzman-GA, Barb Dunbar-San Diego, Cheryl
Gettelfinger-IN, Phillip W- MT, Kathy Casey-MT, Chris Colburn-IL, Walt Reid- PNA, Mary Beth Windrath-MT, Chris O
–PAC, MJ Caswell, Jerry Tremain,
Michael Moore introduced Jeanne Sielder-WI whom led the call (conference call notes)
Question was raised about changing a maiden name to a married name for records purposes. The name at the time of the
record is what is recorded, and you do not go back and make changes.
Question was raised about the sanctioning number and posting a picture of the pool to be required to be in the meet
information. The sanction number and picture of the facility is not required as this was a legislation change. You can go
under the Event Venue tab on the website to add a picture of the facility or submit a picture when submitting a new
sanction. A sanction number must be submitted when an application for a record.
Question was asked about how far back the result database goes back in time. Jeanne said the National meet information
goes back into 2000. Top Ten data goes back to inception, 1970.
Question was raised about sending in results to Top 10 and if people are following the new instructions. Mary Beth said
that education needed to inform the meet director and Top 10 person to follow the proper timing requirements and not
input watch times.
Jeanne Sielder mentioned for meet directors that are hosting a championship meets that the file for USMS records needs
to be re-loaded on the USMS site. Jeanne mentioned to save your meet information, if you did not use Club Assistant. The
list of pools that are length certified are no longer listed on the website. This needs to be re-loaded by the National Office.
Jeanne shared with the group that Mary Beth created a document for Recognized meet called Observer Report. This will
be given to the Rule Committee for update to Appendix B and Legislation Committee for an update to Appendix D.
Mary Pohlman asked how are meet results handled by Top Ten if they don’t attend them to ensure they are compliant.
Discussion amongst the attendees about the how the different LMSC’s review and post the information.
The call ended at 9:27 pm Eastern.

